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                                                                     Chapter -2 ‘Addition’

Note- Before attempting the worksheet you must check the links given below which will help you in 
doing the same correctly.

 You can download the worksheets or if you do not have facility to get printout then you can ask 
your ward to copy the worksheet in a simple note book and must do exercise and question answers 
in the note book.

LINK: https://youtu.be/RqFE-qzkVU0

Q-1 Add by expanding numbers

1. 77 + 53 = ______        2. 66 + 29 = _____       3. 37 + 54 = ______            4. 13 + 80 = _____

Q-2 Add by expanding smaller number

1. 88 + 71 = _____         2. 34 + 29 = _____        3. 72 + 46 = _____            4. 76 + 31 = _____

Q-3 Add by expanding in tens.

1. 58 + 53 = ______        2. 10 + 35 = _____        3. 76 + 52 = ______          4. 93 + 16 = ______

https://youtu.be/RqFE-qzkVU0


Q-4 Write in columns and find the sum

1. 725 + 8095 = _____            2. 489 + 912 = ______         3. 400 + 712 + 112 = _______

     

     4.  6451 + 2786 = ______           5. 1070 + 683 = ______          6. 5462 + 1538 = _______

Q-5 Estimate the answer by rounding off the numbers to the nearest ten. 

1. 45 +28 = _____        2. 17 + 83 = ______              3. 49 + 25 = ______         4. 62 + 11 = ______

Q-6 The public library bought 2947 books from the Delhi Book Fair and 5050 books from the world 
book fair in 2012. How many books in all did the library buy?



Q-7 In a garden, there are 375 roses, 642 marigolds and 142 lilies. How many flowers ate there in the 
garden?

Q-8 On Saturday, 1475 men, 309 women and 2787 children visited the Science Museum. How many 
people in all visited the museum on Saturday?


